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Book List by Release Month

January

Carolyn Arnold, Skiing is Murder, Hibbert & Stiles

Publishing Inc.

Melodie Campbell, The Goddaughter Caper, Orca

Books

Sarah Fox, Death in A Major, HarperCollins

February

Cathy Ace, The Case of the Missing Morris

Dancer, Severn House Publishers

Brenda Chapman, Tumbled Graves, Dundurn

Vicki Delany, Unreasonable Doubt, Poisoned Pen

Press

JA Menzies, The Paul Manziuk and Jacquie

Ryan Mysteries, MurderWillOut Mysteries

Katherine Prairie, Thirst, Stonedrift Press Ltd.

March

R.M. Greenaway, Cold Girl, Dundurn Press

J. A. Menzies, 7 Short Mystery and Suspense

Stories, MurderWillOut Mysteries

April

Cathy Ace, The Corpse with the Garnet Face,

Touchwood Editions

Eva Gates, Reading Up A Storm, Penguin US

May

June

Suzanne F. Kingsmill, Crazy Dead, Dundurn Press

July

Janet Kellough, Wishful Seeing, Dundurn

August

Sept

Lisa de Nikolits, The Nearly Girl, Inanna

Publications

Barbara Fradkin, Fire in the Stars, Dundurn Press

October

November

December
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Novels & Novellas by Author

Cathy Ace

The Case of the Missing Morris Dancer

• Severn House Publishers

• ISBN: 978-0727885548

• February 2016

• Hardcover $38.12

The Anwen Morris Dancers are to play a pivotal role in the imminent

nuptials of Henry, eighteenth Duke of Chellingworth. But it looks as

though the wedding plans might go awry unless Mavis, Annie, Carol

and Christine can help Althea, the Dowager Duchess, by finding a

missing Morris man and a set of ancient and valuable artefacts in time

for her son’s wedding.

Cathy Ace

The Corpse with the Garnet Face

• Touchwood Editions

• ISBN: 978-1771511650

• April 2016

• Trade paperback $14.95

Bud's mother insists her long-lost brother was an bad child—a

disposition caused by a large purple birthmark covering most of his

face. With an old iron key and the mention of a small group of friends

as their only clues, Cait and Bud travel to Amsterdam to work out who

Uncle Jonas really was.

Carolyn Arnold

Skiing is Murder

• Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

• ISBN: 978-1-988064-67-3

• January 2016

• Trade paperback $7.99

• ebook $0.99

Sean and Sara were supposed to have a relaxing vacation in Vail, but it

all goes up in a puff of powder when there’s a suspicious death on the

mountain. And the deceased is not just anyone; it’s Adrian Blackwell, a

two-time Olympic skiing gold medalist.
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Melodie Campbell

The Goddaughter Caper

• Orca Books

• ISBN: 1459810538

• January 2016

• Trade paperback $9.95

• eBook $4.95

A stash of empty coffins. Who is behind the "you plug 'um, we plant

'um" Fly by Night Funeral Home? Gina and her mob relatives from the

Holy Cannoli Retirement Villa return for another hilarious caper.

Brenda Chapman

Tumbled Graves

• Dundurn

• ISBN: 978-1-45973-096-0

• February 2016

• Trade paperback $14.99

• eBook $8.99

When Adele Delaney and her daughter Violet go missing, the Kingston

Major Crimes Unit is called upon to investigate.  As Stonechild and

Gundersund juggle personal troubles and a complicated, dangerous

case, they find themselves piecing together a chain of disasters leading

back to a single betrayal.

Lisa de Nikolits

The Nearly Girl

• Inanna Publications

• ISBN: Not yet available

• September 2016

• Trade paperback $22.95

• eBook $7.99

The Nearly Girl is a novel that steers a course between literary

seriousness and fast-paced action, making it a gripping and

provocative read. Amelia Fisher suffers from a rare psychosis. She

nearly gets things right but when it comes to accepted behaviours, she

fails, with murderous consequences.
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Vicki Delany

Unreasonable Doubt

• Poisoned Pen Press

• ISBN: 978-1464205132

• February 2016

• Hardcover $32.00

• Trade paperback $19.00

• eBook $9.99

Twenty-five years ago Walt Desmond was sentenced to life in prison

for a murder in Trafalgar, British Columbia. Now he’s out of prison,

exonerated by new evidence that shows corruption at worst or sheer

incompetence at best, on the part of the Trafalgar City Police. And he's coming back to

Trafalgar.

Sarah Fox

Death in A Major

• HarperCollins (Witness Impulse)

• ISBN: 9780062413017

• January 2016

• Trade paperback $14.99

• eBook $2.99

After one of the Point Grey Philharmonic’s wealthy benefactors drops

dead at a post-concert reception, violinist Midori Bishop suspects foul

play. When someone close to Midori unexpectedly confesses to the

crime, Midori must race to identify the true killer before an innocent

person goes to jail.

Barbara Fradkin

Fire in the Stars

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 9781459732391

• September 2016

• Trade paperback $19.99

After a horrific trauma overseas, international aid worker Amanda

Doucette returns to Canada to rebuild her life and her shaken ideals.

There, the passionate, adventurous woman needs all her strength and

ingenuity when a friend and  fellow survivor goes missing in

Newfoundland along with his son.
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Eva Gates

Reading Up A Storm

• Penguin US

• ISBN: 978-0451470959

• April 2016

• Mass market paperback $10.45

• eBook $9.90

Misfortune blows into North Carolina’s Outer Banks when a dead body

in a boat on the shore leaves local librarian Lucy Richardson racing to

solve a strange new mystery....

R.M. Greenaway

Cold Girl

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 978-1-4597-3437

• March 26, 2016

• Trade paperback $16.01

In the midst of a northern B.C. winter, a young woman walks out the

door and fails to return. RCMP Constable David Leith battles his own

demons, a mismatched team, and murderous terrain in his

time-sensitive quest to track her down.

Janet Kellough

Wishful Seeing

• Dundurn

• ISBN: 978-1-4597-3537-8

• July 2016

• Trade paperback $11.99

Saddlebag preacher Thaddeus Lewis becomes infatuated with a married

woman accused of murder. In a desperate attempt to clear her, he enlists

the aid of his granddaughter Martha and an inexperienced young lawyer.

Together they discover a case of fraud that threatens the completion of

an ill-fated Canadian railway project and which nearly destroys

Thaddeus.
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Suzanne F. Kingsmill

Crazy Dead

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 978-1-4597-3552-1

• June 2016

• Trade paperback $11.99

Struggling to escape clinical depression, zoologist Cordi O’Callaghan is

admitted to a psychiatric ward in Toronto. As she recovers, one of the

patients dies. Cordi must convince a skeptical medical staff and patients

that the woman has been murdered and solve the murder, while healing

her mind.

J.A. Menzies

The Paul Manziuk and Jacquie Ryan Mysteries

• MurderWillOut Mysteries

• ISBN: 9781927692219

• February 2016

• eBook $9.99

Three classic mysteries set in contemporary Toronto and featuring

a dynamic new police duo. Each book is roughly 400 pages.

Shaded Light: The Case of the Tactless Trophy Wife. Glitter of

Diamonds: The Case of the Reckless Radio Host. Shadow of a

Butterfly: The Case of the Harmless Old Woman.

Katherine Prairie

Thirst

• Stonedrift Press Ltd.

• ISBN: 9780994937704

• February 2016

• Trade paperback $17.95

• eBook $9.99

Deep in a Columbia River valley rocked by violence and tightly

controlled by a U.S.-Canada military force, geologist Alex Graham joins

the search for a suspected toxic spill as the victim count rises. But the

lethal contamination is no accident.
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Short Stories by Author

J.A. Menzies

7 Short Mystery and Suspense Stories

• MurderWillOut Mysteries

• ISBN: 9781927692226

• March 2016

• eBook $2.99

A wife who murders her cheating husband, a knife-wielder foiled by an

unexpected sneeze, a dying woman with a deadly secret that changed

lives, an old man trying to make up for his past... These stories run the

gamut of crime-writing and will keep you guessing to the last word.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
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